Introduction {#section1-2041731413503357}
============

Drugs are essential components in our lives in terms of eliciting a therapeutic outcome in various disease states. Due to ageing population, the consumption of drugs as well as the amount of reported side effects has consistently increased from 1980.^[@bibr1-2041731413503357],[@bibr2-2041731413503357]^ There are various reasons for the occurrence of side effects such as practice error,^[@bibr3-2041731413503357]^ impaired homeostasis in elderly^[@bibr4-2041731413503357]^ or lack of compliance due to polypharmacy.^[@bibr1-2041731413503357]^ Aside from these, the fundamental cause of adverse drug reactions can be due to the properties of the drug molecule itself. Lack of specificity of a drug molecule will lead to high-dosage regimen and ultimately cause undesired interactions of a drug with healthy tissues or cells. To attenuate this, dose reduction is required, but sub-concentration and lack of therapeutic efficacy can be another issue. This issue is often confronted when using a drug with a narrow therapeutic window, and chemotherapeutics.^[@bibr5-2041731413503357][@bibr6-2041731413503357]--[@bibr7-2041731413503357]^ For example, vancomycin requires a high-loading dose to have an acquired effectiveness, but it was observed that more than 4 g of it can cause severe nephrotoxicity.^[@bibr6-2041731413503357]^ In addition, there are few drugs which cannot be administered through its ideal route due to its hydrophobicity, such as camptothecin^[@bibr7-2041731413503357]^ and paclitaxel.^[@bibr8-2041731413503357]^ Thus, achieving effective concentration of therapeutic agents at its target site is not always feasible.

To address these problems, it is important to develop functional biocompatible drug carriers. During the last three decades, various polymeric devices have been fabricated for the delivery of a variety of drugs or bioactive agents.^[@bibr9-2041731413503357]^ These devices include, for example, parenteral depot systems,^[@bibr10-2041731413503357]^ microspheres,^[@bibr11-2041731413503357],[@bibr12-2041731413503357]^ nanoparticles^[@bibr13-2041731413503357]^ and implants.^[@bibr14-2041731413503357],[@bibr15-2041731413503357]^ For instance, antibiotics,^[@bibr16-2041731413503357]^ osteoconductive proteins^[@bibr17-2041731413503357]^ and peptides^[@bibr10-2041731413503357]^ have been incorporated into polymeric devices to treat the infection and speed up the recovery of injured bone. The release of the drug or bioactive agent incorporated into these devices can be tailored to allow both targeted (e.g. for the treatment of tumour) as well as sustained (varies from days up to years) release.^[@bibr18-2041731413503357],[@bibr19-2041731413503357]^ In both cases, controlled therapeutic concentrations of the drug would be released in the local vicinity of the delivery device, thereby reducing possible systemic side effects or undesired interactions of the drug with healthy tissues and cells as well as avoiding unnecessary drug metabolism or inactivation that would reduce its effectiveness. The controlled release of the drug has been mainly controlled by controlling the molecular weight of the polymeric device^[@bibr20-2041731413503357]^ and/or the drug-loading content.^[@bibr21-2041731413503357]^ When the device is used purely as a drug delivery carrier, the polymer must not interact with the drug, and the completeness of device degradation must coincide with the end of the drug release.^[@bibr18-2041731413503357]^

Altering drug chemical constituents or developing pro-drug is another way to reduce side effects, but altering physicochemical properties of drug molecule can distort its effectiveness, and its complex preparation, high cost and less stable formulation restrict its appliance.^[@bibr8-2041731413503357],[@bibr22-2041731413503357]^ Thus, delivering biomolecules to the specific site by a controlled drug delivery system is considered as an ideal way to improve quality use of medicine by reducing dose and frequency of drug intake,^[@bibr23-2041731413503357][@bibr24-2041731413503357]--[@bibr25-2041731413503357]^ taking into account that effective drug release rates and durations require careful assessment of target site pharmacokinetics, drug delivery vehicle design, the selection of clinically effective drug according to the clinical context, effective dosage and drug release kinetics requirements.^[@bibr26-2041731413503357]^

As one of the most promising nanocarriers, mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) are reviewed here focusing on their physicochemical properties and targeting drug delivery applications.

Currently available drug delivery systems {#section2-2041731413503357}
=========================================

The high or frequent dosing, systemic absorption in unrelated sites and suboptimal concentration of bioactive agents in target site contribute to the restriction in accessibility of therapeutic agents. By developing drug delivery systems, the function of drugs can be significantly improved which could also render huge economical benefits. For example, Wong et al.^[@bibr22-2041731413503357]^ estimated that US\$8 billion could be saved by only developing more effective drug delivery systems for hydrophobic drugs. Thus, many studies investigated different forms of drug delivery vehicles, and the most popular systems are listed in [Table 1](#table1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Different types of drug delivery system.

  Drug delivery system                                                                         Structure                                                        Chemical properties                                            References
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------
  Liposomes                                                                                    ![](10.1177_2041731413503357-img1.jpg){#img1-2041731413503357}   Consists of hydrophobic tail and hydrophilic head group        27--29
  Forms closed vesicles with an aqueous core                                                                                                                                                                                   
  Internal aqueous domain between the lipid bilayers                                                                                                                                                                           
  Encapsulation of drugs occurs either in the aqueous space or intercalated into the bilayer                                                                                                                                   
  Dendrimers                                                                                   ![](10.1177_2041731413503357-img2.jpg){#img2-2041731413503357}   Hyper branched and globular macromolecules                     30--32
  Well defined core, backbone and multivalent periphery                                                                                                                                                                        
  By hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, incorporate biomolecules                                                                                                                                                      
  Convergent -- endo-receptor                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  Divergent -- exo-receptor                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Carbon nanotubes                                                                             ![](10.1177_2041731413503357-img3.jpg){#img3-2041731413503357}   Rolling up a single layer of grapheme sheet -- single walled   33--37
  Rolling up many layers to form concentric cylinders -- multi-walled                                                                                                                                                          
  Gold nanoparticles                                                                           ![](10.1177_2041731413503357-img4.jpg){#img4-2041731413503357}   Gold nanoparticle serves as core                               8,38
  Photosensitive                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Iron oxide nanoparticles                                                                     ![](10.1177_2041731413503357-img5.jpg){#img5-2041731413503357}   Superparamagnetic particles                                    8,39
  Need trigger to release biomolecules, for example, laser irradiation                                                                                                                                                         
  Titanium dioxide nanoparticles                                                               ![](10.1177_2041731413503357-img6.jpg){#img6-2041731413503357}   Self-ordered                                                   40--42
  Nano-tubular structure                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  Photodynamic therapy                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  Silica nanoparticles                                                                         ![](10.1177_2041731413503357-img7.jpg){#img7-2041731413503357}   Mesoporous structure                                           7, 23, 25
  Honeycomb-like structure                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Active surface                                                                                                                                                                                                               

The listed drug carriers have different physicochemical properties which make them suitable for different drugs. The common goal of the carrier is to transport drug molecules to the target site in a controlled manner. Ideally, they should be biocompatible, not cause any immunogenic or cellular reactions and release drug molecule controllably at the target sites without altering its therapeutic effects.^[@bibr25-2041731413503357]^

Liposomes {#section3-2041731413503357}
---------

Liposome is a spherical self-closed structure made up of one or several lipid bilayer(s), that is, similar to cell membrane, surrounding an inner hollow aqueous core. The drug molecules can be loaded within the lipid bilayer or in the aqueous core or at the interface between them. Since the lipid is an essential biomolecule for most living tissues and has an amphiphilic nature, that is, ability to spontaneously self-assemble into a variety of microstructures, liposome is widely used as a temperature or pH-sensitive drug delivery vehicle particularly for cytotoxic anti-cancer drugs. Being amphiphilic, liposomes have hydrophilic head and hydrophobic tail, and in the presence of either polar or non-polar liquid, lipids can be self-assembled into different microstructures.^[@bibr43-2041731413503357]^ Hydrophobic drugs, for example, amphotericin B, taxol or annamycin, can be passively incorporated into liposomes with 100% trapping efficiencies. For hydrophilic drugs, however, active loading is required to get this level of entrapment.^[@bibr44-2041731413503357]^ Furthermore, the drug encapsulated in liposomes can be transported to the target site without rapid degradation and minimum side effect. Liposomes also have a unique ability to deliver the entrapped drug into cells by fusion or endocytosis, and therefore, any drug can be loaded into the liposome regardless of its solubility.^[@bibr11-2041731413503357],[@bibr45-2041731413503357]^ As shown in [Table 2](#table2-2041731413503357){ref-type="table"}, liposomes have comparably low-drug-loading and sustained release capacity.^[@bibr46-2041731413503357]^ Thus, liposomes generally require additional functionalisation such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) to provide long-term stability and to address problems related to short shelf-life, poor solubility and rapid clearance.^[@bibr28-2041731413503357]^ PEG is hydrophilic, biocompatible and non-toxic, which can delay hydrolysis or enzymolysis.^[@bibr29-2041731413503357]^ However, PEG can hinder the binding of the liposome to the delivery site.^[@bibr27-2041731413503357]^

###### 

Comparison between liposome and nanoparticle.^[@bibr46-2041731413503357]^

  Nanosystem     Smallest size                                            Drug loading                                             Sustained release                                         Targeting                                                In vivo stability                                        Biocompatibility                                          Low cost/complexity
  -------------- -------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
  Liposome       [+](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}    [+](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}    [+](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}     [++](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}   [+](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}    [+++](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}   [++](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Nanoparticle   [++](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}   [++](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}   [+++](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}   [++](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}   [++](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}   [++](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}    [+++](#table-fn1-2041731413503357){ref-type="table-fn"}

: low; ++: moderate; high: +++.

Dendrimers {#section4-2041731413503357}
----------

Dendrimers can be utilised in various areas such as material science, catalysis and drug delivery.^[@bibr30-2041731413503357]^ This versatility is related to its branched structure with multiple targeting.^[@bibr32-2041731413503357]^ Also, due to its distinctive structure, it can selectively host biomolecules and deliver them to the target sites.^[@bibr31-2041731413503357]^ For example, the most common type of dendrimer is polyamidoamine dendrimers which can selectively host methotrexate.^[@bibr47-2041731413503357]^ However, the toxicity of dendrimers has been of concern.^[@bibr32-2041731413503357]^ The non-degradable dendrimers produced side effects with repeated administration.^[@bibr30-2041731413503357],[@bibr47-2041731413503357]^ Thus, the modification of cationic dendrimers is essential to prevent its accumulation in the liver and to inhibit nonspecific toxicity.^[@bibr32-2041731413503357]^ Due to their low biocompatibility,^[@bibr46-2041731413503357]^ change in chemical compositions is required, such as polyester-based dendrimer.^[@bibr31-2041731413503357],[@bibr47-2041731413503357]^

Carbon nanotubes {#section5-2041731413503357}
----------------

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are low dimensional sp^[@bibr2-2041731413503357]^ carbon nanomaterials, and their flexibility is produced by their various physicochemical properties^[@bibr35-2041731413503357]^ that can be used in the transportation of various therapeutic agents such as vaccine, protein, antibiotics^[@bibr37-2041731413503357]^ and anti-cancer and anti-inflammatory agents.^[@bibr34-2041731413503357]^ However, the insolubility of CNTs can pose health complications.^[@bibr33-2041731413503357][@bibr34-2041731413503357][@bibr35-2041731413503357]--[@bibr36-2041731413503357]^ For example, CNTs without functionalisation can accumulate in the lungs, which leads to pulmonary toxicity and inflammation.^[@bibr35-2041731413503357]^ This perniciousness is highly dependent on material preparation and administration route of CNTs. As with liposomes and dendrimers, a biocompatible coating such as PEGlyation can remarkably reduce in vivo toxicity of CNTs.^[@bibr36-2041731413503357]^

Gold and iron oxide nanoparticles {#section6-2041731413503357}
---------------------------------

Gold and iron oxide are widely used in controlled drug release, especially in anti-cancer therapy. They are mostly used in combination with other biomolecules. For example, magnetic iron oxide provides the core of the particle, while the shell is composed of silica, dextran or gold attached via cross-linkers.^[@bibr48-2041731413503357]^ The advantage of using gold nanoparticle is that it can release drug molecule in a controlled manner by absorbing heat and increasing kinetic energy to release drug molecules. Similarly, controlled release of drug molecule is possible with iron oxide under the influence of an external magnetic field. This can ultimately reduce dose and systemic absorption of cytotoxic drugs by guiding them to the target tumour cells.^[@bibr39-2041731413503357]^ However, in real practice, there are many parameters to be considered such as magnetic properties, field strength and field geometry, depth of target, blood flow, body weight and vascular supply.^[@bibr49-2041731413503357]^ For gold nanoparticles, the accumulation and excretion profiles are not well understood,^[@bibr8-2041731413503357]^ and the accumulation within bloodstream can block blood flow. Also, the cost of gold nanomaterials needs to be considered. Iron oxide needs surface functionalisation due to poor solubility.^[@bibr8-2041731413503357]^

Titanium dioxide {#section7-2041731413503357}
----------------

Micro- and nanoporous titanium dioxide (TiO~2~) film, applied on the surface of titanium implant using micro-arc oxidation and anodic titanium oxide treatments, respectively, has been employed as a container for antibiotic-loaded sol-gel-derived silica xerogel. The presence of micro- and nanoporous TiO~2~ film enhanced the drug-loading efficiency of sol-gel-derived silica xerogel and provided controlled release of antibiotic.^[@bibr50-2041731413503357]^ TiO~2~ is also a potential photosensitiser, which can catalyse DNA damage; the release of drugs or active molecules can be triggered by ultraviolet light or X-ray radiation.^[@bibr51-2041731413503357]^ TiO~2~ is chemically inert and is ideal for use in chemotherapy as it can inhibit tumour growth.^[@bibr42-2041731413503357]^ Recently, the development of 'smart' pH-responsive drug delivery vehicle based on TiO~2~ nanoparticles for intelligent and enhanced delivery of chemotherapeutic drug has been attempted. The 'smart' TiO~2~ nanoparticles only release the anti-cancer drug under acidic pH, that is, in the vicinity of the tumour tissue, and this is a desirable characteristic for tumour-targeted drug delivery^[@bibr22-2041731413503357],[@bibr52-2041731413503357]^ (see [Figure 1(a)](#fig1-2041731413503357){ref-type="fig"}).

![Diagrammatic presentation showing (a) the chemotherapeutic agent release from 'smart' pH-responsive TiO2 nanoparticles (adopted from Zhang et al.^[@bibr2-2041731413503357]^) and (b) (i) the fabrication process of TiO~2~ nanotube and (ii) different methods of drug loading into TiO~2~ nanotubes using HRP, involving immersion without surface modification of nanotubes (physisorption), immersion after OPDA modification of the upper nanotube layer (physisorption with hydrophobic cap), covalently linked HRP over the entire tubes (covalently linked nanotubes) and OPDA cap modified upper nanotube layer and HRP covalently linked lower nanotube layer (covalently linked with cap) (adopted from Song et al.^[@bibr5-2041731413503357]^).\
HRP: horseradish peroxidise; OPDA: octadecylphosphonic acid.](10.1177_2041731413503357-fig1){#fig1-2041731413503357}

Self-organised, highly ordered TiO~2~ nanotubes with regular hollow structure and large surface area provided both initial burst and sustained release of drug.^[@bibr53-2041731413503357]^ Amphiphilic TiO~2~ nanotubes have also been fabricated by a double anodisation method combined with organic monolayer grafting (see [Figure 1(b)](#fig1-2041731413503357){ref-type="fig"}). These amphiphilic nanotubes could be used as 'capped' biomolecule vehicles with loading efficiency of \~4.4 × 10^−11^ nmol/tube; the presence of amphiphilic characteristics with the hydrophobic site outside counteracts nonspecific protein adsorption.^[@bibr33-2041731413503357],[@bibr54-2041731413503357]^

Due to its photocatalytic activity, TiO~2~ nanoparticles in combination with photodynamic therapy (PDT) could be employed as a novel therapeutic strategy for the treatment of tumours, for example, glioma.^[@bibr51-2041731413503357]^ Photoexcited TiO~2~ nanoparticles have strong oxidation and reduction activity, and then, they could drive various chemical changes.^[@bibr55-2041731413503357]^ Photoexcited TiO~2~ nanoparticles damage DNA of the tumour cells through inflammation and generation of reactive oxygen species such as hydrogen peroxide and free hydroxyl radicals.^[@bibr41-2041731413503357]^ It has been also observed that ultrasound irradiation (i.e. sonodynamic therapy (SDT)) of TiO~2~ nanoparticles was effective in producing OH radicals that induce apoptosis of cancer cells.^[@bibr56-2041731413503357]^

TiO~2~, however, has potential to pose health problems such as respiratory tract cancer,^[@bibr57-2041731413503357],[@bibr58-2041731413503357]^ as long-term exposure to TiO~2~ nanoparticles can induce pulmonary inflammation and cause lung tumour.

MSNs {#section8-2041731413503357}
----

Encouraged by the exciting discovery of the new family of molecular sieves generally called M41S in the early 1990s,^[@bibr59-2041731413503357]^ MSNs have emerged as a promising drug vehicle, primarily due to their unique mesopore structure that while preserving a level of chemical stability, surface functionality and biocompatibility ensures the controlled release of a variety of drug molecules.

In fact, silica is widespread in living nature, from single-celled organisms to higher plants, which can be used for various purposes.^[@bibr12-2041731413503357]^ Compared to other metal oxides such as titania and iron oxide, silica is considered to have better biocompatibility^[@bibr60-2041731413503357]^ and can be safely taken up by living cells through endocytosis.^[@bibr61-2041731413503357],[@bibr62-2041731413503357]^ The abundant presence of silanol groups in silica can have an affinity to phospholipids, which can be actively taken up by the cells.^[@bibr63-2041731413503357]^ Additionally, its active surface property allows developing MSN with various surface properties through surface functionalisation with different molecule, which consequently allows targeted delivery of different types of therapeutic agents. This will be further explained later in this review. Due to its strong Si--O bond,^[@bibr63-2041731413503357]^ silica nanoparticles are more stable to external stimuli such as mechanical stress and degradation compared to liposomes and dendrimers, eliminating the need for any additional stabilisation such as covalent linkers used in other delivery systems.^[@bibr25-2041731413503357],[@bibr64-2041731413503357]^

The mesoporous form of silica has unique properties, particularly in loading of therapeutic agents at high quantities and in the subsequent releases.^[@bibr64-2041731413503357],[@bibr65-2041731413503357]^ The mesopore structure such as pore size and porosity can be tuned to the size and type of drugs.^[@bibr64-2041731413503357]^ Another distinctive advantage of MSNs is that they have well-defined surface properties that allow easy functionalisation of the silanol-containing surface to control drug loading and release.^[@bibr23-2041731413503357],[@bibr61-2041731413503357][@bibr62-2041731413503357]--[@bibr63-2041731413503357],[@bibr66-2041731413503357][@bibr67-2041731413503357][@bibr68-2041731413503357][@bibr69-2041731413503357]--[@bibr70-2041731413503357]^ The surface functionalisation is generally needed to load proper type of drug molecules (hydrophobic/hydrophilic or positive/negative charged), specific actions can also be endowed by the functionalisation through chemical links with other materials such as stimuli-responsive, luminescent or capping materials, leading to smart and multifunctional properties.^[@bibr64-2041731413503357],[@bibr66-2041731413503357],[@bibr71-2041731413503357],[@bibr72-2041731413503357]^

### Sol-gel processing of MSNs {#section9-2041731413503357}

Generally, a simple process called 'sol-gel process' is used to produce MSNs with controlled mesopore structure and surface properties ([Figure 2](#fig2-2041731413503357){ref-type="fig"}). This procedure is not multi-step and does not require many excipients. Due to its simplicity, a low-cost synthesis procedure is achievable.^[@bibr70-2041731413503357],[@bibr73-2041731413503357][@bibr74-2041731413503357]--[@bibr75-2041731413503357]^ There are two main stages in the sol-gel process: hydrolysis and condensation reactions. In aqueous solution, colloidal particles are produced through hydrolysis, which can be stimulated at acidic or alkaline pH. In contrast, neutral pH accelerates the condensation reaction, which creates gel-like three-dimensional (3D) network by cross-linking sol particles through siloxane bonds. The condensation reaction is reversible, so the silica can be restructured easily. After drying at ambient temperature, the different biomolecules can be embedded in the matrix of silica gel and controllably released, depending on structure and porosity of MSN. The first reported material, mobile crystalline material-41 (MCM-41), is micrometre-sized without a well-defined shape containing hexagonally ordered channels. Recently, several sol-gel methods have been developed to control the morphology (spheres, rods, twisted columns and kidney bean-shaped) and size (60--1000 nm).^[@bibr76-2041731413503357],[@bibr77-2041731413503357]^ Different pore structures and porosity of MSN are possible by modulating parameters such as pH, temperature, raw materials, solvents, catalysts, precursor and additives in different concentrations.^[@bibr23-2041731413503357],[@bibr61-2041731413503357]^

![Illustration of the sol-gel process in the synthesis of MSN.^[@bibr73-2041731413503357]^\
MSN: mesoporous silica nanoparticle; TEOS: tetraethyl orthosilicate.](10.1177_2041731413503357-fig2){#fig2-2041731413503357}

The MSNs with different particle sizes and pore structures exploited thus far are given in [Table 3](#table3-2041731413503357){ref-type="table"}. The following section will cover silica precursors and additives as well as the effect of temperature as the main parameters required during MSN production.

###### 

Overview of MSNs exploited to have different particle size and pore structure.

  Silica source     Surfactant                             Particle size (TEM, nm)   Pore structure         Synthesis pH condition   Size control strategy                                               Surfactant removal method                  Reference
  ----------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -----------
  TEOS              C~16~TAB                               60--100                   Ordered 2D hexagonal   Basic (NaOH)             Quench by water dilution and neutralisation                         Calcination                                78
  TEOS              C~16~TAB                               100--2500                 Ordered 2D hexagonal   Basic (NaOH)             Dilute conditions                                                   Calcination                                79
  TEOS              C~16~TAB                               200--250                  Ordered 2D hexagonal   Basic (NaOH)             Dilute conditions                                                   Ethanolic acid extraction                  80
  TEOS              C~16~TAB                               30--280                   Ordered 2D hexagonal   Basic (NH~4~OH)          Dilute conditions and NH~4~OH concentration adjustment              Ethanolic acid extraction                  81
  TEOS              C~16~TAB                               100--300                  Disordered             Neutral                  Propanetriol as co-surfactant and co-solvent                        Ethanolic acid extraction                  82
  TMOS              C~16~TAB                               \<20                      Disordered             In basic (TEA)           Ratio of C~16~TAB/Si                                                Dialysis in ethanol/acetic acid solution   83
  TEOS and APTES    C~16~TAB                               100--220                  Ordered 3D cubic       Basic (NH~4~OH)          Dye incorporation and pore expander addition                        Ethanolic acid extraction                  84
  TEOS              C~16~TAB                               42                        Ordered 2D hexagonal   Basic (NH~4~OH)          Dilute condition and PEG modification with hydrothermal treatment   Ethanolic acid/salt extraction             85
  TEOS              C~16~TAB, *n*-dodecylamin              60--740                   Ordered 2D hexagonal   Basic (NH~4~OH)          Dilute and co-solvent conditions                                    Calcination                                86
  Sodium silicate   C~n~TAX (n = 14, 16, 18; X = Br, Cl)   30--70                    Disordered             Basic (NaOH)             low concentration of C~n~TMAX-sodium silicate                       Calcination                                87
  TEOS              C~16~TAC                               20--500                   Ordered 2D hexagonal   Basic (NH~4~OH)          Pluronic F127 controls particle growth                              Calcination                                88
  TMOS 18)          C~n~TAC (n = 14, 16,18)                150--860                  Ordered 2D hexagonal   Basic (NaOH)             Co-solvent/water ratio                                              Calcination                                89
  TEOS              Pluronic F127, P65, P123 and F108      100--300                  Ordered 3D cubic       Acidic (HCl)             Fluorocarbon surfactant suppresses particle growth                  Calcination                                90
  TEOS              C~16~TAC                               45--150                   Worm like              Basic (TEA)              TEOS/TEA ratio                                                      Ethanolic extraction                       91
  TEOS P123         Pluronic                               50--300                   Ordered 2D hexagonal   Acidic (HCl)             H~2~O amount and salt addition                                      Calcination                                92

MSN: mesoporous silica nanoparticle; TEOS: tetraethyl orthosilicate; TEM: transmission electron microscopy; TMOS: tetramethoxysilane; APTES: (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane; TEA: tetraethylammonium; PEG: polyethylene glycol; 2D: two-dimensional; 3D: three-dimensional.

#### Silica precursor {#section10-2041731413503357}

*Organically modified precursors* are not susceptible to hydrolysis because an organic group is linked directly to a silicon atom, which does not need oxygen bridge.^[@bibr73-2041731413503357]^ It is conceded that organo-silica nanoparticles consist of better properties, including large surface area, less condensed siloxane structure and low density.^[@bibr93-2041731413503357],[@bibr94-2041731413503357]^ However, they are only appropriate for particular cases.^[@bibr73-2041731413503357]^ The limited accessibility and high cost of organic template lead to its restricted use in practical applications.^[@bibr75-2041731413503357]^ Examples of silica precursors which are commonly used and accordingly will be discussed in this review include *glycerol-derived polyol-based silanes, orthosilicic acid, sodium metasilicate, tetraethyl orthosilicate* (TEOS) or *tetramethoxysilane* (TMOS) and *tetrakis (2-hydroxyethyl) orthosilicate* (THEOS).

*Glycerol-derived polyol-based silane precursors* are not pH dependent but very sensitive to the ionic strength of the sol. This can accordingly form optically clear, monolithic mesoporous silica. The residuals can be either removed or retained; therefore, the shrinkage during long-term storage can be minimised.^[@bibr95-2041731413503357]^ However, Shchipunov's^[@bibr73-2041731413503357]^ study stated that it has high viscous solution, complicated procedure and insufficient porosity. This was confirmed by Brook et al.'s^[@bibr95-2041731413503357]^ study, and these factors limit its usage in real practice. *Orthosilicic acid* was used as a silica precursor in the past, but due to the extensive time consumption and requirement of freshly prepared acid, it is not widely used anymore.^[@bibr73-2041731413503357]^

*Sodium metasilicate* is another precursor to sol-gel-derived silica. Formation of sodium chloride was investigated, which can pose a problem if significant amount is generated. Latter researches suggested removing this salt formulation by dialysis, but this is a time- and cost-consuming procedure. Due to this reason, alkoxides, pure alkoxysilanes, are currently used broadly.^[@bibr73-2041731413503357],[@bibr93-2041731413503357]^

TEOS or TMOS was commonly used in MSN synthesis. However, their poor water solubility requires additional organic solvent and alcohol and needs extreme conditions of pH and high temperature, which restricts their use.^[@bibr73-2041731413503357],[@bibr96-2041731413503357],[@bibr97-2041731413503357]^

THEOS had been investigated to address the problems associated with TEOS and TMOS. It is now used in many studies as MSN precursor because it is more biocompatible with biopolymers and more water soluble than TEOS and TMOS, and can process jellification at ambient temperature with a catalyst.^[@bibr51-2041731413503357][@bibr52-2041731413503357][@bibr53-2041731413503357][@bibr54-2041731413503357][@bibr55-2041731413503357]--[@bibr56-2041731413503357],[@bibr59-2041731413503357][@bibr60-2041731413503357][@bibr61-2041731413503357][@bibr62-2041731413503357][@bibr63-2041731413503357][@bibr64-2041731413503357][@bibr65-2041731413503357][@bibr66-2041731413503357][@bibr67-2041731413503357][@bibr68-2041731413503357][@bibr69-2041731413503357][@bibr70-2041731413503357][@bibr71-2041731413503357][@bibr72-2041731413503357][@bibr73-2041731413503357]--[@bibr74-2041731413503357],[@bibr97-2041731413503357],[@bibr98-2041731413503357]^

#### Additives {#section11-2041731413503357}

The careful selection of additives is paramount to produce MSNs with desired characteristics for drug delivery. The commonly used additives are listed in [Table 4](#table4-2041731413503357){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Common chemical constituents used in the synthesis of MSN.

  Substrate                                             Function                                       References
  ----------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ------------
  *N*-dodecanoyl-*β*-alanine                            Surfactant with an amino acid residue          73
  Self-assemble into fibrils in aqueous solution                                                       
  Tween-80                                              Surfactant                                     62
  CTAB                                                  Surfactant                                     63,98
  Increase water solubility of hydrophobic ligand                                                      
  Structure-directing agent                                                                            
  PEO                                                   Detergent and phase separation                 62,95
  Induce hydration                                                                                     
  PEO/sol ratio regulates pore size                                                                    
  Poly ethylene glycol                                  Improve biocompatibility                       73
  Improve functional characteristics of silica matrix                                                  
  Poly vinyl alcohol                                    Settle gel down in THEOS-containing solution   73
  Hydrogen fluoride                                     Catalyst                                       96,97
  Sodium hydroxide                                      Catalyst                                       67
  Hydrogen chloride                                     Catalyst                                       67, 70,96
  Ammonium nitrate                                      Surfactant removal                             63
  Trihydroxysilylpropyl methylphosphate                 Surface agents                                 63
  Prevent inter-place aggregation                                                                      
  Methanol                                              Solvent in TMOS                                67,97
  Remove surfactant                                                                                    
  Ethanol                                               Solvent in TEOS                                97
  Hexane                                                Solvent                                        66
  Water                                                 Solvent                                        66
  Non-ionic triblock copolymer                          Structure-directing agent                      66

CTAB: *N-*cetyltrimethylammonium bromide; PEO: polyethylene oxide; MSN: mesoporous silica nanoparticle; TEOS: tetraethyl orthosilicate; TMOS: tetramethoxysilane; THEOS: tetrakis (2-hydroxyethyl) orthosilicate.

The two main chemical components used in MSN production are a surfactant and a catalyst. *Surfactant* is usually required when the synthesis takes place at an ambient temperature. For example, if temperature is under 25°C and pH is around 6, fibrous aggregates can be formed, which requires surfactants. Increasing temperature or shifting pH can disintegrate these aggregates but may also damage the incorporated therapeutic agents.^[@bibr97-2041731413503357]^ Additionally, using an appropriate surfactant is crucial as it may optimise the function of drug loading and release by a complex interaction between drug molecules and matrix.^[@bibr62-2041731413503357],[@bibr73-2041731413503357]^ Depending on the chain length of the surfactant, different pore sizes can be obtained.^[@bibr66-2041731413503357]^ For example, surfactants such as hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C~16~TAB) and dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C~12~TAB) are important in controlling pore size, particle morphology and thus loading dose.^[@bibr61-2041731413503357],[@bibr64-2041731413503357],[@bibr99-2041731413503357]^ The longer chain length of C~16~TAB used in MCM-41 increased pore size and released high dose of therapeutic agent, ibuprofen (68%), than shorter chain length of C~12~TAB, which only released 55% of ibuprofen.^[@bibr66-2041731413503357]^ Similarly, the addition of surfactant, *N*-cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), prolonged the release of cancer agents, which enhanced the effects of cytotoxicity.^[@bibr100-2041731413503357]^ Also, structure-directing ability of CTAB can speed up the process of synthesis.^[@bibr69-2041731413503357]^ In order to incorporate drug molecules into the pores, this surfactant needs to be removed from mesopores by mixing with appropriate solvent under high vacuum.^[@bibr63-2041731413503357],[@bibr67-2041731413503357]^

*Catalyst* is another fundamental variable responsible for mesopores channel formation. As hydrolysis and condensation are dependent on pH, addition of hydrochloride or sodium dioxide can catalyse or inhibit different reactions.^[@bibr70-2041731413503357]^ For example, by adding hydrogen chloride, the pH will decline, and degree of particle repulsion will also decline accordingly. This leads to siloxane cross-linkage formation between the nanoparticles.^[@bibr24-2041731413503357],[@bibr70-2041731413503357]^

Specific additives used in different biomolecules entrapments are significant because the porosity can be tuned selectively by adding different additives and manipulating synthesis conditions like pH. This produces unique ordered mesopore channel structure, and physical characteristics of MSNs.^[@bibr23-2041731413503357],[@bibr25-2041731413503357],[@bibr61-2041731413503357],[@bibr62-2041731413503357],[@bibr64-2041731413503357],[@bibr73-2041731413503357]^

#### Temperature {#section12-2041731413503357}

Traditionally, MSNs are produced at high temperature, and there are some problems associated with it. High temperature (≥100°C) in calcination or spray drying can alter the textural properties of MSN and damage biomolecules.^[@bibr60-2041731413503357],[@bibr62-2041731413503357]^ Spray drying after sol-gel process can drastically change the properties of sol-gels, which can even result in non-porous structure.^[@bibr24-2041731413503357]^ At high temperatures, the shrinkage of mesopores is significant, which results in inability to control morphology of MSN,^[@bibr25-2041731413503357],[@bibr75-2041731413503357]^ and the template cannot be recovered or re-used, which results in economic disadvantages. It can even secrete noxious gases, which can cause environmental problems.^[@bibr25-2041731413503357],[@bibr75-2041731413503357]^

Thus, recent MSN synthesis procedures were carried out at mild and ambient conditions in aqueous media. At ambient conditions, sol-gel-derived MSN has better composition range and bioactivity than melt-derived MSN. For example, high-loading dose and greater surface area, porosity and functionality in bone bonding rate are achievable by sol-gel process at ambient condition.^[@bibr62-2041731413503357]^ Liong et al.'s.^[@bibr63-2041731413503357]^ study conceded that optimal temperature range is 65°C--80°C, which will produce spherical particles of diameter in the range 100--200 nm with minimal loss of biopolymers from vaporisation.^[@bibr101-2041731413503357]^ Even at a low temperature, chemical reactions can take place easily by using appropriate chemical components and that homogenous suspension can be achieved in a short time at a molecular level.^[@bibr101-2041731413503357]^

### Properties of MSNs {#section13-2041731413503357}

Different parameters of MSN fabrication contribute to different delivering mechanisms of active agents. The parameters that control the kinetics of drug release from MSN are outlined in [Table 5](#table5-2041731413503357){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Summary of different factors that regulate controlled release of MSN.^[@bibr99-2041731413503357]^

                                                                                                                            Adsorption         Release
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------- ------------------ ----------------
  Host--guest interactions and controlled adsorption and release kinetics   Textural properties         Mesopore diameter   Size selectivity   Rate modulator
  Surface area                                                              Enhanced adsorption                                                
  Mesopores volume                                                          Higher drug loading                                                
  Chemical properties                                                       Surface functionalisation   Allow loading       Slow down          
  Increase loading                                                                                                                             

MSNs: mesoporous silica nanoparticles.

#### Textual properties {#section14-2041731413503357}

The size of the drug delivery carrier is an important determinant which can be divided into three scales: macro, micro and nano. 'Macro'-sized delivering agents are used to transport biomolecules to organs, whereas 'micro'-scaled carriers target tissue delivery. With respect to intracellular drug delivery, the large-sized carrier is limited, as it cannot be engulfed by mammalian cells via endocytosis, which may ultimately cause accumulation of drug vehicle. Also, it was shown that larger sized materials are more likely to trigger an acute immune response in vivo, as it is within the size window of bacteria.^[@bibr46-2041731413503357]^ Therefore, particle size in micrometer range is unfavourable in drug delivery.^[@bibr94-2041731413503357]^ In biomedical applications, 'nano'-scaled delivery carriers should be employed in order to deliver therapeutic agents at a cellular level such as in the cell membrane, cytoplasm or nucleus by facile endocytosis.^[@bibr23-2041731413503357],[@bibr25-2041731413503357],[@bibr46-2041731413503357],[@bibr66-2041731413503357]^

As particle size increases, the efficiency of uptake by the cell decreases.^[@bibr65-2041731413503357]^ From [Table 6](#table6-2041731413503357){ref-type="table"}, it can be concluded that the diameter of MSN can be tuned controllably in the range 20--500 nm. It was stated that particle size between 50 and 300 nm can be engulfed by living animal cells without causing any cytotoxicity, while MSN of diameter \<300 nm is desirable from a biomedical point of view.^[@bibr25-2041731413503357],[@bibr60-2041731413503357]^ Slowing et al.'s^[@bibr65-2041731413503357]^ study conceded that particle size around 200 nm or smaller will have highest efficiency and particle size larger than 1000 nm will cause little uptake. Similarly, another study confirmed that nanoparticles below 200 nm will induce endocytosis,^[@bibr102-2041731413503357]^ whereas nanoparticles with larger size may be internalised by phagocytosis or not internalised at all.^[@bibr105-2041731413503357]^

###### 

Textural properties of MSNs.

  Diameter     Surface area     Pore volume     Pore size   Reference
  ------------ ---------------- --------------- ----------- -----------
  50--300 nm   \>900 m^2^/g     \>0.9 cm^3^/g   2--6 nm     25
  20--500 nm                                    2--6 nm     60
  180 nm                                                    61
  50--100 nm   \> 1000 m^2^/g   \~1 cm^3^/g                 91
               \>700 m^2^/g     \>1 cm^3^/g     2--10 nm    102
  55--440 nm   \> 800 m^2^/g                    2--10 nm    103
               \> 1000 m^2^/g   \~1 cm^3^/g                 104

MSNs: mesoporous silica nanoparticles.

The term 'mesoporous' refers to the sizes between 2 and 50 nm.^[@bibr106-2041731413503357]^ The pore size can be tuned selectively with a narrow distribution^[@bibr65-2041731413503357]^ between 2 and 6 nm in diameter with pore volume of around 1 cm^3^/g, depending on the type of drug molecules that will be incorporated.^[@bibr25-2041731413503357],[@bibr61-2041731413503357]^ Larger pore size is suitable to load a high dose of drug molecules.^[@bibr65-2041731413503357]^ In addition, large surface area allows the high adsorption of therapeutic agents on the surface of MSN, which is related to high-loading dose of therapeutic agents.^[@bibr25-2041731413503357],[@bibr91-2041731413503357],[@bibr104-2041731413503357]^

#### Internal structure {#section15-2041731413503357}

The internal mesopore structure of MSNs is the most relevant and fascinating property. Mesopores are not randomly distributed, but rather specifically aligned and structured presenting honeycomb-like structures with hundreds of empty channels. The channels are considered individual reservoir of drugs without interconnections between channels.^[@bibr25-2041731413503357]^ The internal structure of the MSNs, including size, volume and aligned structure of mesopores, can be controlled by the initial reagents or the surfactant. Several reviews have discussed this aspect of MSNs in detail.^[@bibr76-2041731413503357],[@bibr107-2041731413503357],[@bibr108-2041731413503357]^ Apart from this, the most commonly used MSNs (MCM-41, MCM-48, Santa Barbara--type mesoporous particle-15 (SBA-15), SBA-16) are summarised in [Table 7](#table7-2041731413503357){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Different types of MSNs with different pore diameter and internal structure.

  Type     Pore diameter   Internal structure                                       Reference
  -------- --------------- -------------------------------------------------------- -----------
  MCM-41   1.5--3.5 nm     2D hexagonal                                             105
  MCM-41   3.70 nm         Hexagonal structure with unidimensional pore structure   106
  MCM-41   2--5 nm         2D hexagonal                                             109
  SBA-15   6.0--10.0 nm    2D hexagonal                                             105
  SBA-15   7.80 nm         2D hexagonal                                             106
  SBA-15   5--10 nm        2D hexagonal                                             110
  SBA-16   4--9 nm         3D-cubic cage like                                       105
  MCM-48   2.5--3.0 nm     3D cubic                                                 105
  MCM-48   3.49 nm         A cubic structure with a 3D pore system                  106

MSNs: mesoporous silica nanoparticles; MCM: mobile crystalline material; SBA: Santa Barbara--type mesoporous particle; 2D: two-dimensional; 3D: three-dimensional.

#### Surface functionalisation {#section16-2041731413503357}

MSNs possess well-defined structure and high density of surface silanol groups, which can be modified with a wide range of organic functional group.^[@bibr111-2041731413503357]^ The surface functional groups can play several roles in biomedical applications of MSNs: (a) to control the surface charge of MSNs, (b) to chemically link with functional molecules inside or outside the pores and (c) to control the size of pore entrance for entrapping molecules in the nanopores. There are three methods of surface functionalisation for MSNs: co-condensation, post-synthesis grafting and surfactant displacement methods. In the one-pot co-condensation process, organosilanes are added directly in the synthesising gel solution together with a silica source.^[@bibr112-2041731413503357]^ Then, the surfactant molecules can be removed by ion exchange with an ethanolic solution of ammonium nitrate.^[@bibr113-2041731413503357],[@bibr114-2041731413503357]^ The advantages of co-condensation include simple operation, uniformity in distribution of functionalisation and achievable high loading. Controlling surface charge allows the effective and selective loading of drugs at high quantity. Along with charge property, hydrophobic surface treatment using chemical groups such as phenyl reduces wettability of MSNs so that aqueous medium will not easily penetrate into the mesopores, delaying the drug release from the matrix.^[@bibr66-2041731413503357]^ Length of molecules to be linked to the mesopore surface can determine the pore entrance size, leading to selective-sized drug loading. More promising aspect of the surface functionalisation is to link specific molecules that have special functionality, such as stimuli-responsiveness, fluorescence imaging and capping/blocking the pore entrance to allow on-demand smart actions of drug delivery, diagnosis-assisted therapeutics and sustainable release of loaded drugs. These unique properties of MSNs can facilitate hosting of various drug molecules and delivering them to the target site in a controllable and sustainable manner.^[@bibr64-2041731413503357]^

### Drug delivery applications of MSNs {#section17-2041731413503357}

Controlled release of therapeutics to the specific site over an extended period of time is an important determinant in delivery of biologically active agents. This local delivery will reduce potential side effects as well as maximise therapeutic effects by obtaining the optimal concentration of biologically active agents in local sites.^[@bibr23-2041731413503357],[@bibr24-2041731413503357],[@bibr64-2041731413503357]^ The release of bioactive molecules from MSN is dependent on the size of pores, which can be controlled by the processing parameters as we have previously described. The controlled release of biomolecules is available through narrow mesoporous channels and nanoporous structure, which allows kinetics of drug release to be carried out with high precision.^[@bibr24-2041731413503357],[@bibr61-2041731413503357]^ For example, in Radin et al.'s^[@bibr24-2041731413503357]^ study, controlled release of bioactive agents such as antibiotics, proteins and growth factor was observed through MSN channels. In addition, in order to prevent premature release, capping systems have been developed such as cadmium sulphide (CdS) cap ([Figure 3](#fig3-2041731413503357){ref-type="fig"}), which will be detailed later.

![MSNs showing capping structure useful for controlled release.^[@bibr80-2041731413503357]^\
CdS: cadmium sulphide.](10.1177_2041731413503357-fig3){#fig3-2041731413503357}

Because of the tuneable intrinsic properties as well as the flexibility in functionality, MSNs have been applied in delivering various types of therapeutic molecules, and the examples studied with most representative forms of MSNs are summarised in [Table 8](#table8-2041731413503357){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Different classes of drugs delivered by MSNs.

  Classes             Drug           Delivery vehicles                 Ref
  ------------------- -------------- --------------------------------- --------
  Anti-inflammatory   Ibuprofen      MCM-41                            23,99
                      Ibuprofen      SBA-15                            23,99
                      Naproxen       MCM-41                            99
                      Naproxen       Amine-modified MCM-41             99
                      Naproxen       SBA-15                            99
  Antibiotics         Amoxicillin    Si-SBA-15                         23
                      Erythromycin   SBA-15                            23
                      Erythromycin   Octadecyl-functionalised SBA-15   23
                      Vancomycin     CdS-capped MCM-41                 80
  Osteogenic          Alendronate    MCM-41                            69,115
                      Alendronate    Amine-modified MCM-41             69,115
                      Alendronate    SBA-15 with phosphorus            93,116
  Chemotherapy        Camptothecin   Galactose-functionalised MSN      109
                      Doxorubicin    Folic-acid conjugated MSN         67
                      Doxorubicin    DOX-hydrazone-MSN-FA              67

MSNs: mesoporous silica nanoparticles; MCM: mobile crystalline material; SBA: Santa Barbara--type mesoporous; CdS: cadmium sulphide; FA: folate.

#### Anti-inflammatory {#section18-2041731413503357}

There are two main conventional mesoporous silica materials: MCM-41 and SBA-15. MCM-41 and SBA-15 have hexagonal one-dimensional (1D) channel internal structure but have different pore sizes, 2--5 nm and 5--10 nm, respectively ([Table 7](#table7-2041731413503357){ref-type="table"}). Normally, as the pore size decreases, the delivery rate decreases accordingly, and smaller pore size stabilises drug molecules from hydrolysis.^[@bibr23-2041731413503357],[@bibr99-2041731413503357]^ However, due to other factors, faster ibuprofen release rate was observed in MCM-41 compared to SBA-15. There is high potential for fluids to penetrate inside the mesochannels in MCM-41 compared to SBA-15 due to its lower pore wall thickness with larger external surfaces and lower intensity of drug assembly.^[@bibr23-2041731413503357],[@bibr99-2041731413503357]^ Consequently, due to enhanced wettability of MCM-41 and higher number of pores on the surface, larger and faster release rate of ibuprofen was investigated in MCM-41 than SBA-15.^[@bibr23-2041731413503357]^

Further functional development in these conventional structures has been achieved by the addition of functional groups on MSNs' active surface. In MCM-41 or SBA-15, mesoporous channel walls only consist of silanol groups, which can form weak intermolecular hydrogen bonds with drug molecules, and this is not sufficient for controlled and sustained release of drug molecules.^[@bibr23-2041731413503357]^ The substitution of amino-group will increase the interaction between amine groups and acidic groups of ibuprofen, facilitating the slower release of ibuprofen.^[@bibr99-2041731413503357]^ Thus, controlled and prolonged ibuprofen release over a period of time was observed with amine-modified MCM-41.^[@bibr102-2041731413503357]^

Similarly, higher amount of naproxen release was observed in the amine-modified sample than unmodified MCM-41 due to its immobilisation of drug on the external surface. In addition, due to the additional interaction between amine group and naproxen, sustained release of naproxen was observed in amine-modified MCM-41.^[@bibr99-2041731413503357]^

#### Osteogenesis {#section19-2041731413503357}

Alendronate belongs to the biphosphate family, which is used for bone repair and regeneration. An increase in adsorption of alendronate was observed from 1% to 40% by local delivery. Similar to anti-inflammatory agents, amino-modified MCM-41 illustrated three times higher loading capacity due to chemical interactions between phosphate groups in alendronate with the silanol and amino groups of MSN.^[@bibr69-2041731413503357],[@bibr115-2041731413503357]^

SBA-15 with phosphorus also illustrated enhanced alendronate loading capability and had better sustained release kinetics compared to conventional SBA-15 due to increased interaction between PO~4~ units and host molecule. MSN is not only delivering bioactive molecules, but it also can enhance osteoconductivity by slight minimal changes in composition.^[@bibr117-2041731413503357]^ This is often referred as 'bioglass' and is composed of CaO-SiO~2~P~2~O~5~ with mesopore channels and used in bioactive bone grafts application.^[@bibr69-2041731413503357],[@bibr118-2041731413503357]^ Both CaO and P~2~O~5~ can have an effect on mesopore morphology, and this enables it to achieve higher surface area and pore volume.^[@bibr69-2041731413503357]^ They are bioactive as they develop an apatite-like layer on their surfaces. Thus, chemically modified SBA-15 can exert dual effects as they deliver therapeutic agents as a local treatment of bone disease and simultaneously enhance bone resorption, and this is ideal in tissue engineering biotechnology.^[@bibr116-2041731413503357]^

#### Antibiotics {#section20-2041731413503357}

In order to prevent resistance and achieve sufficient therapeutic effects, controlled and targeted release is important in antibiotics usage. Different morphologies of MSN have different release kinetics. It was observed that hexagonal internal structure releases amoxicillin slower than disk form.^[@bibr75-2041731413503357],[@bibr95-2041731413503357]^ Also faster release rate of amoxicillin was observed in powder compared to disk formulation.^[@bibr119-2041731413503357]^

[Figure 3](#fig3-2041731413503357){ref-type="fig"} illustrates CdS cap, which had been applied in vancomycin. Due to this covalently capped CdS, premature release of vancomycin was so negligible that less than 1.0% of premature release was investigated. This cap can be removed and drug molecules can be released through cleavage of the disulphide linker from chemical stimulation of dithiothreitol (DTT) and mercaptoehtanol (ME).^[@bibr80-2041731413503357]^

Change in release kinetics by surface functionalisation was observed in erythromycin incorporated in SBA-15. For example, by functionalising the surface of SBA-15 with hydrophobic long-chain hydrocarbon moieties, such as octadecyl-functionalised SBA-15, the release rate of erythromycin was impeded.^[@bibr8-2041731413503357]^ This is another evidence of how functionalisation controls the release kinetics.^[@bibr103-2041731413503357]^

#### Chemotherapeutics {#section21-2041731413503357}

Among many different therapeutic agents, selective intracellular delivery of cancer therapy agents seems particularly important because they are extremely cytotoxic to normal cells, making 'zero premature release' significant.^[@bibr25-2041731413503357]^ Also, many anti-cancer agents are hydrophobic, such as camptothecin, so the drug delivery system is essential. The specific drug delivery to the target cells will increase therapeutic efficacy as well as minimise the systemic absorption, which will greatly reduce side effects such as nausea.^[@bibr104-2041731413503357]^ So far, there were many studies done in relation to incorporate chemotherapeutic agents within sol-gel matrix of MSN and deliver it to the cancerous cells to stimulate apoptosis. In order to target cancer cells specifically, the difference between cancer and normal cells should be acknowledged. There are various differences between cancer and normal cells such as receptor expression and pH.

Many cancer cells over-express folic acid and galactose receptors. Thus, the addition of folic acid or galactose on the surface of the MSN was investigated. Gary-Bobo et al.'s^[@bibr109-2041731413503357]^ study observed effective delivery to the colorectal cancer cells by galactose-functionalised MSN, and in Klichko et al.,^[@bibr61-2041731413503357]^ Fan et al.^[@bibr67-2041731413503357]^ and Kratz et al.'s^[@bibr120-2041731413503357]^ studies, effective delivery of anti-cancer agents to the cancer cells with over-expressed alpha-folate receptor^[@bibr63-2041731413503357]^ was investigated by covalently conjugating folic acid on MSN's surface.

In terms of pH, cancerous cells usually have acidic pH around 5.3. The normal blood pH is around 7. Thus, functionalisation with acid-cleavable compound will enhance uptake of MSN by cancer cells. For example, MSN functionalised with acid-sensitive carboxylic hydrazone linker produced higher doxorubicin uptake by cancer cells.^[@bibr67-2041731413503357]^

#### Surface functionalisation MSNx {#section22-2041731413503357}

Recently, Li et al.'s study established a core MSN cross-linked with a poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) through disulphide linkage, which acted as a drug release switcher ([Figure 4](#fig4-2041731413503357){ref-type="fig"}). The anti-cancer agent, DOX, was loaded into this particle. DOX was released to the medium by the dissociation of disulphide linkage achieved by a reduction-responsive reaction. Additionally, controlled release was achieved by varying the concentration of the reductant. This study observed DOX release in two different mediums (phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) of pH 7.4), one with 2 mM of glutathione, simulating environment of cancer cells, and one without glutathione, corresponding to normal human cells. The significantly higher release rate was observed with glutathione medium; 49.4% and 16.9% release rates were observed with glutathione and without glutathione, respectively ([Figure 5](#fig5-2041731413503357){ref-type="fig"}). Through in vitro assays, this study confirmed that DOX-loaded MSN-PAA cross-linking only produced remarkable cytotoxic effects on human cancer cells (HeLa cells), and relatively lower cytotoxicity was observed with normal human cells (293 cells). This recent research proves that controlled and targeted release of cytotoxic agents can be achieved by surface functionalisation of MSNs.

![Schematic presentation of PAA-MSN preparation process achieved from Li et al.^[@bibr121-2041731413503357]^\
PAA: poly(acrylic acid); MSN: mesoporous silica nanoparticle; CTAB: *N-*cetyltrimethylammonium bromide; TMB: trimethylbenzene.](10.1177_2041731413503357-fig4){#fig4-2041731413503357}

![The graph showing greater DOX release from DOX in MSN-PAA in (a) 2 mM of glutathione medium compared to (b) without glutathione medium.^[@bibr121-2041731413503357]^\
PAA: poly(acrylic acid); MSN: mesoporous silica nanoparticle.](10.1177_2041731413503357-fig5){#fig5-2041731413503357}

Stimuli-responsive mesoporous silica drug carriers {#section23-2041731413503357}
--------------------------------------------------

MSNs have been widely used due to their unique structure of parallel pores that enable achieving zero-order release kinetics for compounds incorporated into their structure. Often, it is critical to be able to release the drug only in specific time and location. Such a feature is particularly important for the delivery of highly potent drugs, such as chemotherapeutics. Several mechanisms to induce the release have been established, including systems that respond to light, pH, electric current and mechanical stimuli. The key targets in the design of effective systems are to release the drug substantially, decrease the nonspecific release from enzymatic hydrolysis, increase the cell uptake by modifying the surface charge and increase the loading and release ability.^[@bibr71-2041731413503357]^

### pH {#section24-2041731413503357}

An interesting approach is the use of nanovalves in the surface of the MSN, which are able to open according to the surrounding pH. Huang et al.^[@bibr122-2041731413503357]^ demonstrated that by fabricating smart bi-functionalising MSNs with two pH-dependent polymer types (poly(2-diethylaminoethyl methacrylate) (PDEAEMA)), controlled release of doxorubicin was possible.

Nanovalves can contain alpha cyclodextrin (CD) ring on a stalk that is tethered to the pore opening of the MSN, which relies on the hydrogen bonding interaction between the CD and the stalk. At neutral pH, the CD is complexed with the stalk and the cyclic component is located near the pore opening, not allowing for the release of the cargo. When protonation takes place at lower pH, the affinity binding decreased and the CD is released allowing for the cargo to be released as well.^[@bibr123-2041731413503357]^

### Temperature {#section25-2041731413503357}

Currently, temperature-sensitive polymer poly(*N*-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM) has become a material of choice when temperature-controlled stimulation is considered. Critical solution temperature for pNIPAM is 31°C; therefore, at higher temperatures it swells, which in turn triggers the drug cargo release, typically at higher temperatures, for example, at 37°C. It was demonstrated that pNIPAM-coated MSNs have a temperature-dependent release profile,^[@bibr124-2041731413503357],[@bibr125-2041731413503357]^ and it was shown that DOX release at 37°C was significantly greater than at room temperature.^[@bibr126-2041731413503357]^

Similarly, paraffin was shown to enable the temperature-dependent drug releases, which were directly related to its transition temperature. The benefit of using paraffin is that it creates a hydrophobic layer covering the silica nanoparticles that inhibits the release of cargo from the inside. Nevertheless, when the temperature is increased and the paraffin melts, the cargo can easily be released.^[@bibr126-2041731413503357]^

Further approaches include the use of DNA as a coating on the mesoporous particles. Denaturation of DNA at higher temperature enabled the release of the drug cargo.^[@bibr127-2041731413503357]^

### Magnetic {#section26-2041731413503357}

A combination of MSNs with magnetic nanoparticles, in order to control drug release in the presence of an external trigger (magnetic and electromagnetic fields) has also been demonstrated. To attach magnetic nanoparticles to MSN, a single-stranded DNA was immobilised first on the MSN surface, and then magnetic beads were tethered to the DNA via a complementary sequence. Upon hybridisation of DNA strands, the pores were capped with the magnetic nanoparticles. Increase in the local temperature, obtained using alternating magnetic field, melts the double-stranded DNA, uncapping the MSN pores and releasing the model drug, for example, fluorescein. Another bonus of this technology is that it combines the release of chemotherapeutics and increases the temperature of the surrounding tissue (hyperthermia). These two effects can simultaneously enhance effects of anti-cancer therapy and lead to lower doses of drugs required.^[@bibr128-2041731413503357]^

### Light {#section27-2041731413503357}

Irradiation of the surface of functionalised MSN with a light of characteristic wavelength is another possible strategy for controlling the release of the cargo from the particles. For example, when MSNs were functionalised with mercaptopropyl, and the pores are loaded with sulforhodamine 101, exposure to visible light triggered the release of the entrapped molecules due to photodegradation of the chemical groups of mercaptopropyl. It was suggested that this approach can be utilised to deliver anti-cancer drugs.^[@bibr129-2041731413503357]^

### Enzyme {#section28-2041731413503357}

The use of enzyme-responsive materials has been explored to obtain controlled drug release. MSNs have been coated with polymers that degrade in the presence of specific enzymes. A protease-sensitive polymer, such as polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA), a peptide macromer possessing matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) substrate polypeptides, was coated on MSNs. The system was shown to release the drug only in vitro (fibroblast cells) and in vivo when enzymes were present.^[@bibr126-2041731413503357]^ MCM-41 was functionalised with starch derivatives and loaded with a dye; the release of the dye was demonstrated only in the presence of the enzyme β-[d]{.smallcaps}-galactosidase. Efficacy of the system was tested in vitro using HeLa and LLC-PK1; tests demonstrated that the nanoparticles were devoid of unspecific toxicity, while for DOX-loaded particles, cell viability significantly decreased due to the release of the drug.^[@bibr130-2041731413503357]^

### Chemical reactions {#section29-2041731413503357}

Another type of stimuli-responsive release is based on the reaction of bond-reducing molecules that cleave certain bonds and therefore allows the release of specific molecules. This approach was used for MSNs, which were capped with CdS nanocrystals. Vancomycin and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) were loaded in MSNs, and the release was controlled by bond-reducing molecules, such as DTT and ME. These MSNs were shown to be biocompatible with neuroglial cells in vitro.^[@bibr131-2041731413503357]^

In different studies, Luo^[@bibr131-2041731413503357]^ used collagen which was attached to the pores of the MSNs by the use of molecules such as [dl]{.smallcaps}-dithiothreitol, which is a reducing agent, through the disulphide bonds. Lactobionic acid was used as a cell-targeting molecule and the release of the model drug, fluorescein isothiocyanate, was shown to be controlled by cleavage of the disulphide bonds.

The bio-safety study on the silica-based mesoporous nanoparticles {#section30-2041731413503357}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The justification of bio-safety of MSNs is extremely complicated because it can be varied depending on different factors such as different routes of administration, weight and size of particles and different formulations. As a result, the recent studies on bio-safety of MSN are controversial. One of recent studies observed bio-safety of silica material through nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-based metabolomic analysis. This study observed that silica nanoparticles induced increase in lipids, which can cause membrane modification. Its result shows that the toxicological effects due to high dose of silica nanoparticles can be associated with elevated levels of ATP and adenosine diphosphate (ADP), or due to utilisation of glucose and amino acids. Also, this study points out that the production of metabolic end products through silica nanoparticles can cause toxicity.^[@bibr132-2041731413503357]^

Additionally, another study observed significant increases in liver and spleen weight and splenocyte proliferation after MSNs were intraperitoneally administrated in female BALB/c mice for 4 weeks. The study result indicates MSNs can affect immune systems through the dysregulation of the spleen. However, in this study, inconsistent results were observed between in vivo and in vitro data, and in vitro data showed low cytotoxicity of MSN, which indicates that further investigations are required.

In addition, bio-safety of MSN can be associated with different routes of administration. In Fu et al.'s^[@bibr133-2041731413503357]^ study, despite the fact that silica nanoparticles could cross different biological barriers into the liver, low absorption rate of silica nanoparticles were observed when they were administrated by the intramuscular injection. In contrast, silica nanoparticles were well absorbed into the intestinal tract and persisted in the liver when it administered through oral route. Additionally, silica nanoparticles were mainly present in the liver and spleen when they were injected intravenously. In contrast to other studies, this study found that most of silica nanoparticles were excreted through urine and faeces after different routes of administration, which indicates that silica nanoparticle is reasonably biocompatible and can be used for different biomedical applications.^[@bibr134-2041731413503357]^ Further studies need to be conducted to justify bio-safety of silica nanoparticles and to discover MSNs with maximal bio-safety.

Summary and perspectives {#section31-2041731413503357}
========================

In conclusion, drug delivery system is significant to maximise therapeutic efficacy and minimise side effects of many bioactive molecules. It can address the problems with poor solubility, stability and lack of specificity of drug molecules. This review presented a great potential of MSN in drug delivery. Compared to the other drug delivery systems, MSN offers some advantages such as biocompatibility, ease in modifying structure through active silanol group surface, controlled release and simple synthesis procedure called sol-gel process, which can bring economical benefits as well. Depending on what chemical substituents are used in sol-gel procedure, different morphology of MSN can be produced. Distinctive mesoporous structure and active surface of MSN can incorporate various therapeutic agents and deliver them without altering their therapeutic effectiveness. As MSN is in its developmental stage, there are high expectations on its usage and function in drug delivery.

Despite many studies illustrating the effectiveness of sol-gel-processed MSN, there are not many studies done in vivo, and this can be challenging for MSN in clinical applications. For example, intervariability such as different blood volume and circulation and different immunogenicity may affect the effectiveness of MSN drug delivery. Also, more studies need to be conducted with regard to MSN precursor because the slight shrinkage of MSN during the drying process needs to be addressed. Finally, there are insufficient studies done for the biodegradability and long-term biocompatibility of MSN. Biodegradability is essential to minimise accumulation of MSN. Thus, further research is required to address the limitations and develop more effective drug delivery MSN system.

MSN has been found to be an attractive candidate as a gene (plasmid DNA) delivery carrier to human cells, that is, as an important therapeutic option for the treatment of genetically caused diseases, for example, cancers. The MSN with plasmid DNA readily entered into human cells without supplementary polymers, for example, cationic dendrimers. MSN with large pore size (\>15 nm) could efficiently protect plasmids from nuclease-mediated degradation, leading to high transfection efficiency of the plasmids encoding luciferase (pLuc) and green fluorescent protein (pGFP). Furthermore, production of non-spherical MSN ellipsoids with tuneable aspect ratios for magnetic field--assisted assembly into ordered arrays/structures found a potential for drug/gene delivery applications. The use of MSN as gene delivery carrier is another avenue which requires further research.
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